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Higbie Labs provides this documentation without warranty, term, or condition of any kind, either 

implied or expressed, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties, terms or conditions of 

merchantability, satisfactory quality, and fitness for a particular purpose. Higbie Labs, its 

employees and agents will not be responsible for any loss for users or for third parties, however 

arising, from the use of, or reliance on this information. The products described in this 

documentation are subject to changes or upgrades without notice.  
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System wiring 
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Safety and handling 
 Robotic devices such as the Hig-Mover actuators can, under certain conditions, move suddenly 

and with significant power. Exercise caution when handling an actuator which is powered up in 

order to minimize risk of injury or damage. 

 Do not force, or cause impact to, the actuator bearing or the inner sleeve of the through-bore. 

This could damage the actuator. 

 Do not supply higher-than-rated supply voltages to Higbie Labs products. We currently rate our 

supply voltage inputs for 12-28 volts d.c.. 24 volts is recommended for best performance. 

 Observe logic-level voltage rating to step, direction, and RS485 bus connections. 

 Observe GPI rating 6.5vdc.  

Requirements for operation: 
Most simple system with one actuator: 

 Hig-Mover actuator 

 24vdc power supply rated for 1 amp load 

 Higbie Labs power-injecting actuator cable with RJ45 inline coupler 

 RS485-to-USB serial cable 

 Computer running Windows 7 or later 

 Available USB port on computer 

How many Hig-Movers can you run off an Ethernet style cable? Here’s how we 

calculate it: 

• 2.5 amps max continuous rating for Ethernet, for RJ45. 
• Mover internal pass-through rating max 3 amps total continuous. 
• At 24 volts, each mover can draw up to 0.6 amps, depending on load. 
• 3 movers at max power ok on Ethernet to 20 ft. 
• More movers or more distance should get heavier gauge wire, but lighter payloads or slower 

moves would be less of a problem. The issue will be voltage drop over the length of the wire 
(a wire is a resistor!) 

• Conclusion: With short cable runs, up to four actuators should run well. If in doubt, test 
system under load. If your loads exceed 2.5 system total, use different wire & connectors. 
Also, look at voltage at end of chain. It should be at least 23 volts under max load. If not, use 
a heavier gauge cable. 
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Hig-Mover pinouts: 
JST connectors orientation: Hig-Mover, stator side: Hig-Mover, rotor side 

 

  
 

Following are schematics for wiring the mover GPI input, which can be configured for various functions 

from the apps (detailed later in this document. The GPI input has a reverse-polarity protection diode, 

not shown for simplicity. 
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Factory reset button: 
This button restores all settings to factory defaults. Unlike the factory reset button in the app, this also resets 

the bus address to 1. Hold down while powering up, continue holding for 4 seconds. Settings are saved to flash. 

First-time basic start-up with a new actuator (without a Hig-Hub): 

 

 

1. Using a small Phillips head screwdriver, remove the wiring cover from the side of the actuator 

you wish to be the stationary side and plug the actuator cable into the 6-pin connector. 

2. Our “PC kit” includes the cabling and adaptors you will need to connect Hig-Mover actuators to 

a PC. Referring to the photo above, connect the RS485 USB cable from your computer to the 

male end RJ45 of the power injector “Y” cable via a RJ45 coupling adaptor (both included with 

RS485 USB cable). 

3. Connect the Hig-mover actuator’s cable to the female RJ45 end of the power injector “Y” cable. 

4. Connect the power supply to the actuator cable and to wall power. 

5. Install the Higbie Labs Motion Desktop software on your computer. This is done by simply 

unzipping the folder you’ve downloaded. 

6. The software does not require installation. Run the desktop application by navigating to the 

unzipped folder and double-clicking on the app executable (.exe). 

7. You should see the RS485 USB port listed in the “Select port” pulldown at the top-left of the 

app as “COM[number]”. If you see multiple COM ports and you’re not sure which to select, try 

temporarily unplugging the RS485 USB cable to identify it in the list. Alternatively, you can use 
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the Windows Hardware Manager to identify the FTDI RS485 USB cable. Select the port in the list 

and click “Connect”.  

8. Now select the “Mover” tab. Click “Refresh actuator list” near the top left of the tab. Click the 

pulldown to the right of the “Refresh” button. You should see a single number in the pulldown 

list. If the actuator is new from the factory, the number should be “1”. Select it.

 
9. The app will load all the control parameters from the actuator, which will take about 4 seconds. 

When all are loaded, there will appear a message in the top right of the window “0 errors in 

batch upload.” If there are errors, try closing the app, resetting power to the actuator and re-

starting the app. 

10. For initial testing with no load, set the “Load” and “Stiffness” sliders at the lower right of the 

window to “0”, “Stiffness” to “0”, and “Smoothing” to “0”.

 
11. Click the “Motor enable” checkbox near the top of the window. The actuator motor should now 

be energized and its rotation locked. Try clicking one of the “Jog” buttons. The mover should 

rotate. Double-clicking will make it rotate continuously. Then you can stop it by clicking “Stop.” 
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12. You can monitor the actuator’s position by clicking “Stream position.” There are 262,144 counts 

in a revolution (18 bits). 

13. You can easily test the mover’s basic slewing functions. Click on “Stream position.” Watching 

the “Stream position” readout, jog the mover to any non-zero position. Type a “0” in the box 

next to “Slew to position” button and click the button.  

14. The actuator will choose its direction based on the shortest distance to zero home (or whatever 

target position you entered). If your application physically constrains the motion in a way that 

makes this undesirable, click the “Multi-turn” button. Now, mover numeric positions are 

cumulative through multiple turns positive and negative, rather than always resetting to zero at 

the home position. Slewing uses the cumulative positions instead of the single-turn positions.  

15. The settings you enter on the “Mover” tab are volatile- meaning they will be lost on power-

down unless you save them. To save, click “Mover -> flash” at the lower-left.  

Control apps for Windows and Android in detail: 
The desktop and mobile versions of the app offer mostly the same functionality, with just a few 

differences in their layouts. Therefore, they will be discussed together. 

 

Connecting the app to the system: 

   

The desktop app connects via a serial COM port adaptor such as the FTDI USB-serial adaptor cable 

offered by Higbie Labs.  

The mobile app connects via a Bluetooth radio available as an option in the Hig-Hub bus node. Before 

running the app, you must first pair your Android device with the “HigBlue” radio in its “Settings.”  

 

The “File” menu: 

You can save your configuration work in the desktop app to text files on your PC. From the “File” menu, 

you can save or load configurations for each mover, and for a Hig-Hub bus master, if you have one. 

Each device must be saved and loaded separately. 

 

Units of rotation: 

Natively, the movers operate in encoder units (262,144 counts per revolution). But you can click The 

“Degrees” radio button to have the apps use degrees. They will do the conversions behind-the-scenes. 
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The four tabs: 

Group movers tab: You can control groups of movers for basic functions like turning the motors on and 

off, jogging and slewing to up to five preset positions.  

Mover tab: Controls a single Hig-Mover actuator. Besides basic motion functions, this tab has full 

control over a mover’s configuration, including tuning and limits. 

Hub / joysticks tab: Configures the eight analog joystick inputs, and the GPIO digital input, on the Hig-

Hub bus node. 

Scripty tab: You can create simple programs for timing and sequencing of actuator motions and GPIO’s. 

Your programs can run from the Windows app or be downloaded into the “Hig-Hub” bus master for 

standalone operation. 

Bus admin tab: Configures advanced features of the Hig bus, such as CRC error-checking and bus 

termination. 

“Group movers” tab in detail 

On opening this tab, it is advised to click on “Refresh movers.” This will poll the bus for all movers in 

the system and update the tab content. The tab supports up to eight movers. In the screengrabs 

below, you can see that this system has only one mover; controls for movers 2 through 8 are grayed 

out.  

The main feature of this tab is that movers can be added to or removed from group control. Grouped 

movers can be operated together. You can save up to five preset positions for each mover. The 
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desktop app gives a bit more control than the mobile app, with independent “Set preset,” “Go preset,” 

and “Jog” controls for each mover. This can save clicks if you want to work with presets for one of 

several movers. The mobile app has been designed for saving screen space, with only the global 

controls.  

 

 

There are two groups that movers can be assigned to, the “Set” group and the “Go” group. They 

control the selected movers’ functions as follows: 

“Set” group functions: 

 Establish one of five preset positions 

 Set the jog speed 

 Set the slew speed 

 Set the ramp 

 Save all the settings into movers’ non-volatile memory 

“Go” group functions: 

 Turn motors on or off (“Group enable”, “Group disable”) 

 Slew to one of five preset positions 

 Jog +/- 

 Ping-pong 
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In other words, the “Set” changes settings, and the “Go” group makes the motors do something.  

The mobile app “Set movers” and “Go movers” pushbuttons are equivalent to the “Set (number) 

checkboxes in the desktop app. 

“Refresh movers:” This button polls the bus for which movers are present. 

“Group enable “ / “Group disable:” Turns motor coils for the “Go” group movers on and off. 

“Jog –“ / “Jog +:” “Go” group movers run at “Jog speed” while button is held down. Desktop app 

buttons have double-click for continuous run feature. 

“All stop:” Stops all movers on bus, not just group movers. 

“Jog speed:” Speed in encoder counts per 1/800 second. Will be assigned to all set “Set” group movers. 

“Position to set:” Numerical entry for position to use for preset. When a “Set (A..E)” button is pressed, 

this position will be applied for the preset for the “Set” group movers. If the field is blank, the movers’ 

current positions will be applied for the preset. 

“Set movers:” Toggle buttons for adding or removing movers from the “Set” group. Available for 

movers numbered 1 through 8. Buttons are grayed out of the mover is not present on the bus. 

“Go movers:” Toggle buttons for adding or removing movers from the “Go” group. Available for 

movers numbered 1 through 8. Buttons are grayed out of the mover is not present on the bus. 

“Ping-pong group:” When enabled, each mover in the “Go” group will rotate back and forth between 

its two limits until either “Stop” is pressed or the “Ping-pong” button is disabled. Limits should be 

disabled when using this feature. See the “Mover tab” section below for a discussion of limits and ping-

pong. 

“Group slew speed:” Speed at which motors will slew to preset positions. Degrees/sec or encoder 

pulses per 1/800th second. 

“Group ramp:” Jogging and slewing functions will ramp up and down at this many encoder counts 

increment per 1/800 second, regardless of “Degrees / Encoder pulses” setting. 

“Group movers -> flash:” All presets for the movers in the “Set” group are volatile (temporary) until 

this button is pressed. Click to ensure that your settings will come back on next power-up. Presets are 

saved in their respective movers. 
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“Mover” tab in detail 

This tab provides controls for a single Hig-Mover. As with the “Group movers” tab, it’s a good idea to 

click the “Refresh” button to load all available movers into the drop-down list. You must select a mover 

from the drop-down list, and wait for the parameter settings to load from the selected mover. If the 

status at the top of the app reports errors, re-select the mover from the list to re-load the parameter 

settings. 
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The various numerical settings on this tab do not take effect until you click the button alongside. No 

settings are saved to non-volatile until you click “Save all to eeprom.”  

“Refresh mover list:” Polls the serial bus for all connected movers and re-populates the drop-down 

selector. You must select a mover from the list so the app knows which mover it is talking to. 

“Rev (number):” The mover’s firmware revision number. 
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“Mover bus term.:” Active-terminator for the serial bus. The last mover in a chain should have this box 

checked. This will help prevent data transmission errors. 

“Motor enable:” Turns the motor coils on or off and resets the servo control loops.“JOG- / JOG+”: The 

mover will rotate while the button is pressed. In the desktop app, you can double-click a jog button to 

latch it running continuously. The motor will turn at the set “Jog speed,” which is encoder counts per 

1/800 of a second. It will ramp at the set “Ramp.” 

“Jog” slider: Center is zero velocity. The max and min are +/- the “Jog speed” setting. The current speed 

is shown to the right of the slider. 

“STOP:” Stops the mover whether it is jogging or slewing. It will ramp down at the set “Ramp.” 

“Serial cmd” / “Step / dir:” If “Step / dir” is selected, the mover executes a motion profile following 

industry-standard step and direction control signals. This mode allows for complex motion profiles 

under control of an external motion control indexer. 262,144 pulses on the “Step” input will rotate the 

mover 360 degrees. The signals are differential, connected at the separate 5-pin JST connector. This 

connector is only present on the round side of the mover; the signals do not run through the internal 

slip rings. 

“Jog speed:” Jogging will run at this number of encoder counts per 1/800 second. 

“Ramp:” Jogging and slewing functions will ramp up and down at this many encoder counts increment 

per 1/800 second. These units apply regardless of the “Degrees / Encoder pulses” setting. 

“Max error:” All servo motors are controlled based on the error difference between the commanded 

position and the actual position. This setting is the maximum error distance in encoder pulses that the 

mover will tolerate before shutting itself down with a fault condition. We generally recommend leaving 

it at the factory setting of 10,000 (13.733 degrees). Depending on the load, too high a setting can lead 

to extreme unwanted excursions, while too low a setting can cause frequent fault shutdowns. The 

mover will need to be re-enabled from the “Motor enable” checkbox to clear the error. 

“Stream position:” This enables a continuous display of the current position of the mover. 

“Stream tempr.:” This enables a continuous display of the current temperature of the mover’s motor 

coils. The mover will disable itself with a fault condition if its motor coils’ temperature exceeds 

approximately 65 degrees Celsius. This can happen under extreme sustained load, which is one reason 

we recommend balanced loads for this direct-drive actuator. The mover will need to be re-enabled 

from the “Motor enable” checkbox to clear the error. 

Limits controls (duplicated for positive and negative limits): Limits can be very handy for collision 

avoidance and cable management. The mover will ease to a stop as it approaches a limit. Limits can be 

set numerically in the text entry box. Type in the number and click “Set (pos/neg) limit.” Alternatively, 

for many applications, you may find it easier to just click “Current position” with the mover positioned 

at the desired limit. The limit is not active unless the “Enable (pos/neg) limit” button is depressed. If 

the negative limit is a higher number than the positive limit, the region of travel between limits will 
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cross the zero position. You can have the limits overlap one another by enabling the Multi-turn mode. 

In position mode, the ramps at the limits will be at the “Ramp” setting. In stab mode, the ramps will be 

roughly based on the “Ramp” setting. 

“Set user home:” Establishes an offset for all mover positioning at the current mover position. Position 

streaming readout and slewing will use the new user home as reference. 

“Multi-turn:” Normally, the position counter resets when it crosses zero, with the maximum position at 

262,143 (or 360 in degrees). Multi-turn allows positions greater than 262,143(360) and less than 0. This 

has several implications. When in this mode, excursions of several revolutions can be programmed. 

Also, slewing to position will progress through the whole numeric range to the target regardless of 

which direction has it physically closer. Also, positive and negative limits can overlap one another for 

limited motion greater than 360 degrees. The multi-turn position is volatile if outside the single-turn 

range, meaning that if you power-cycle the mover, it will power-up at its single-turn position. It is a 

“virtual” multi-turn mode. 

“Slew to position:” Slew to absolute target position. Numerically enter the desired target position in 

the text box to the left. If in multi-turn mode, it can be any positive or negative 32-bit integer. 

Otherwise, it should be in the range of 0 to 262,143(360). Click the button to execute the motion. The 

motor will ramp and run according to the set “Ramp” and “Slew speed.” 

“Slew distance:” Incremental relative motion. Numerically enter the desired distance to slew from the 

current position. Can be positive or negative. If in multi-turn mode, it can be any positive or negative 

32-bit integer. Otherwise, the mover will truncate the motion to within modulo-262,143(360). Click the 

button to execute the motion. The motor will ramp and run according to the set “Ramp” and “Slew 

speed.” 

“Slew speed:” The speed of slewing and jogging functions, in encoder pulses per 1/800 second, or 

degrees per second if “Degrees / encoder pulses” is set to “Degrees.” 

“Ping-pong:” When enabled, the mover will rotate back and forth between the two limits until either 

“Stop” is pressed or the “Ping-pong” button is disabled. Limits should be disabled when using this 

feature. 

“GPI” drop-down select: Sets the function of the two general-purpose input port pins at the 6-pin 

connector (round side only). As an input, their opto can be driven from 5 volts (or higher with an 

external resistor). The “Invert” checkbox reverses the logic polarity. The available functions are as 

follows: 

Function Input or output Edge- or level-sensitive 

Stop Input Edge 

Motor enable Input Level 

Slew to position Input Edge 

Slew distance Input Edge 

Jog + Input Level 
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Jog - Input Level 

Ping-pong Input Level 

 

“Mover -> flash:” Stores all mover settings to non-volatile memory in the mover. You must use this if 

you want your settings to still apply after cycling power. 

“Restore factory defaults:” All settings revert to out-of-the-box from factory. They are volatile until you 

click “Save all to eeprom” above. 

“Load” slider: Tunes the motor servo loops for lighter or heavier loads. Adjust this with the “Stiffness” 

slider at 0. Slide to the right until the mover becomes unstable, testing it in motion as you go. Back the 

slider off from the unstable setting. 

“Stiffness” slider: The highest setting on this control with the motor stable will give the best position 

control and holding torque. Set this after the “Load” slider above. 

“Smoothing” slider: If after doing 1 & 2, the motion is rough or jittery, increasing this slider can make it 

smoother. Too high a setting will cause instability. 

“Damping” slider: Useful for filtering out resonances in flexible or compliant structures that movers are 

mounted to, especially with multiple movers. More rigid structures will need less damping. Heavy 

damping will be appropriate for very flexible mounting structures, but will impair performance and 

smoothness for very light loads and mechanically stiff systems.  

***For in-depth tutorials on tuning Hig-Mover actuators, see our videos #2 and #5 on our website. 
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“Hub / joysticks” tab in detail- Using the “Hig-Hub” bus master 

 

 

These are controls for features of the “Hig-Hub” bus node. The hub provides eight analog joystick 

inputs, four digital inputs and four digital outputs. Refer to the Hig-Hub hardware section for details on 

wiring the Hig-Hub box. 
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“Hub GPIs:” These four digital inputs can each be assigned to one of several functions affecting all 

movers on the bus. The “Invert” checkbox reverses the logic polarity. The available functions are as 

follows: 

Function (all movers) Edge- or level-sensitive 

Scripty in Edge 

Scripty RUN Level 

Stop Edge 

Motors enable Level 

Slew to position Edge 

Slew distance Edge 

Ping-pong Level 

Go all preset A..E Edge 

 

“Hub GPOs:” These four digital outputs can each be assigned to either Scripty out, mover completing 

motion, or fault indicator. 

 

JOYSTICK CONTROLS: 

There eight 5-volt analog joystick inputs on the hub. For each of the eight joysticks, there are several 

controls, as follows: 

“Mover:” Use this drop-down selector to assign the joystick to a particular mover. All available movers 

will be listed here. Joystick inputs can also be assigned as gain adjustments for other joystick inputs, for 

applications where a physical knob is desired for a gain. Inputs 1-4 can be assigned as gains for inputs 

5-8, and vice-versa. 

“Enable:” Checkbox turns this joystick on and off. When unchecked, the joystick will not send messages 

on the mover bus. ***NOTE: If the joystick is away from center while the box is unchecked, the mover 

will continue to move at the last commanded velocity. 

“Jog-switch:” Turns the analog input into a digital jog switch input. Inexpensive spring-toggle switches 

can then be used for jogging. 

“Invert:” Reverses the direction polarity of the input. 

“Log:” Unchecked, the input has a linear response. When checked, a log curve is applied. This helps 

provide finer control at the slow end of joystick travel. 

“Null:” With a joystick connected and at center home, click this to apply a fixed offset to align center 

mechanical travel with zero velocity. We recommend using this whenever a new joystick is connected. 

“Sensitivity:” Scales joystick velocity by this value. 
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“Deadband:” Provides a range of zero velocity on either side of joystick zero position. We recommend 

having a small amount of deadband to ensure that movers will not “creep” from the inevitable 

mechanical play in the joystick. 

“Smoothing:” Smooths jittery hand motion on the joystick. Very effective, but too much smoothing will 

result in undesirable lag, which will be especially noticeable after the joystick is released. 

 

“Scripty” tab in detail 

 

The “Scripty” sequencing tool makes it easy to create programs of multiple mover motions, without 

having to learn a scripting language, thereby minizing typing. The Scripty tool is only available on the 

desktop app. 
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Right-click on the table to add or remove instruction rows.

 

  

SCRIPTY TABLE LAYOUT: 

While program flow is similar in some ways to BASIC, there are no variables or operators. You create a 

program instruction by selecting options from pull-down menus. There are four columns you work with 

for each instruction. An instruction is one row in the table. 

The first column is a label for the instruction. The label is optional, but you’ll need it if you’re using 

certain program flow instructions. 

The second column is “who” is supposed to carry out the instruction, the actor doing the action. The 

actor can be either the app itself (or a Hig-Hub bus node if you have one), or it can be a mover, or it can 

be a group of movers, which you specify using the group buttons above the table. (This group is 

separate from the groups in the “Group movers” tab.) The screen grab below shows movers 1 and 2 of 

3 selected as the group. 
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You will have different actions available depending on whether you select “App / hub” or a Hig-Mover 

as the actor. “App / hub” actions are either about program flow or triggering a GPO (general-purpose 

output). Mover actions will be about slewing, jogging or setting speed. 
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Depending on the action chosen, the third column of the instruction will either provide a drop-down 

menu or allow a number to be entered, such as with slewing or jogging instructions. All motions will be 

simple trapezoidal profiles. The difference between slewing and jogging is that slewing motions will 

stop after a specified amount of travel, while jogging motions will continue until a STOP instruction 

PROGRAM FLOW: 

The Scripty program resides in either the desktop app, or optionally in the “Hig-Hub” bus master box. 

Therefore, the various actions that affect program flow will be found when “App / hub” Is selected in 

the second column. These include IF, ELSE, ELSE-IF, END-IF, GOTO, GOSUB, RETURN from GOSUB, and 

ON event. 

 

 

TERMINATING SUB-ROUTINES: 

It is vital that IF… routines, GOSUB… routines, and ON event… routines are terminated with closing 

instructions. All IF… routines must be closed with END-IF: 

IF…instructions...END-IF 
IF…instructions…ELSE…instructions…END-IF 
IF…instructions…ELSE-IF…instructions…ELSE…instructions…END-IF 

GOSUB routines must be closed with “RETURN from GOSUB” as shown in this program below: 
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CONTROLLING TIMING WITH “WAIT” TIMERS AND EVENTS: 

You can use the App / hub action WAIT milliseconds to make the program pause for a period of time. 

You can also have the program wait for an outside event, such as a GPI (general purpose input), or a 

mover’s completing a motion. You can also use an “ON event” routine to interrupt program flow and 

perform instructions as soon as an event occurs.  

The following screen grab uses “ON event” to stop mover 2 when mover 1 finishes its motion. Note 

that the “ON event” routine is closed with a “RETURN FROM EVENT.” 
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***Where to put event routines in the Scripty table:*** 

 

“ON event … RETURN from event” routines should be isolated from the flow of the rest of your 

program through the use of program flow instructions. The example above branches to the end after 

starting the 10-second timer, skipping over the “ON event” routine. The example below has three “ON 

event” routines at the beginning of the program, which are skipped over by the “GOTO start” 

instruction in line 1.  
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TERMINATING THE PROGRAM FLOW: 

Your whole Scripty program must be closed with an “END” instruction. You should write your program 
so that “END” is the last instruction executed and also is the last line in the table. In the example 
above, program flow branches to “theEnd” after the 10-second timer expires. 

 

GPIs and GPOs: 

The four GPIs can be set to either on or off triggering a “Scripty” event. The GPOs are available as “Hig-

Hub” bus master actions. When you program an output, you can choose on or off in the third column. 
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RUNNING A SCRIPTY PROGRAM FROM A HIG-HUB BUS MASTER: 

You can download your Scripty program into a Hig-Hub bus master and run it autonomously with no pc 

present. From the “File” menu, select “Save Scripty to Hub.” This will download your program into the 

Hig-Hub master’s non-volatile memory. It will stay there until you overwrite it. You run the program by 

configuring one of the hub’s GPI inputs as a trigger using the drop-down menu in the “Hub / joysticks” 

tab. You can also trigger the hub to run using the “RUN HUB” button in the “Scripty” tab on the 

desktop app. 
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“Bus Admin” tab in detail 

 

“Bus CRC:” Error checking. Leave checked for normal operation. 

“Bus heartbeat:” Master clock facilitating communication of multiple devices on the bus. Leave 

checked for normal operation. 

“App sends heartbeat:” (Desktop app only) This option should be checked if no Hig-Hub node is 

present. 

“Hub sends heartbeat:” Must be checked if a Hig-Hub node is present. 

“Set all addresses to:” Useful if you don’t know a mover’s address. ***WARNING-- Do not use if 

multiple movers are present! 

“Save address (saves all parameters):” Changed settings are volatile (temporary) until you click this.  

Bus traffic history window: Shows all messages on bus. (Heartbeats can be hidden for readability). 

Manual command entry: See “Text command syntax and usage” section for info on how to use this. 

 

Multiple-mover systems 

The Hig-Bus protocol easily accommodates up to eight movers on the serial bus. The key requirement 

for multi-mover systems is that each mover has a unique address number on the bus. These numbers 

must be any in the range of 1 to 8. They do not need to be contiguous. 

The first step, therefore, in setting up a multi-mover system is to configure the address of each mover. 

The easiest way to do this is from the “Mover” tab. It must be done with only one mover plugged in at 
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a time. Therefore, if your system will ultimately have the movers daisy-chained, this step should be 

completed prior to wiring the system. Do this for each mover: 

1. Start either the desktop or the mobile app.  

2. If using the mobile app, connect to the Hig-Hub bus node at this time. 

3. Plug in and power up the mover. If using the mobile app, you must have the Hig-Hub bus node 

in line. 

4. If using the desktop app, click “Connect.” In order to avoid serial port glitches and warnings, 

wait until the mover is installed and powered up to do this. 

5. Enter the desired address for this mover in the text box alongside the “Change this mover’s 

address to:” button and click the button. 

6. Click “Mover -> flash.” 

7. If using the desktop app, click the “Disconnect” button to avoid glitches or warnings when you 

unplug the mover. 

8. Unplug the mover and swap in the next one to be configured. 

9. Repeat steps 4-8 for each mover. 

Working with multiple movers in groups 

In the “Group” tab, movers that are connected to the bus will have their controls enabled. Absent 

movers will have their controls grayed out. The screengrabs below show this for a system with movers 

installed at addresses 1, 2 and 3: 

 

These tabs make it easy to edit preset positions for a subset of all the movers on the bus. For example, 

if you had mover 1 driving a small camera dolly along a track and movers 2 and 3 as pan and tilt, you 
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would probably want to set the track presets first, then do the pan and tilt. To set just mover 1 you 

would configure the “Set” group like this, then jog or joystick to the various preset positions: 

  

Then, for configuring the pan and tilt, you would the track to run to its preset positions while you are 

setting the corresponding preset positions for pan and tilt. Notice that the “Run” enables for movers 2 

and 3 are disabled here. Until you have programmed those presets, they will slew to undesired 

position when you click a “Go__” button. Factory default position for presets is 0. 
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ACT   
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Actuator specifications: 
 

 

Mechanical: 

Dimensions: 116mm X 53.15mm (4.57 X 2.093in) 

Weight: 2.7 lb (1.23kg) 

 

Electrical: 

Power supply: 24 volts dc, < 1 amp 

Connectors, stator (round) side: 

 JST PH 6 position: power, ground, RS485 serial, isolated GPI 

 JST PH 5-position: isolated differential step and direction, ground 

Connectors, rotor (octagonal) side: 

 JST PH 6-position: power, ground, RS485 serial 

Serial: Isolated RS-485, 500K baud, n,8,1 

Opto-isolated inputs (step/dir): Logic level differential  

Opto-isolated input (GPI): 2-6.5vdc, higher with external resistor: 

 12 volts use 2K-ohm resistor 

 24 volts use 4.3K-ohm resistor 
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“Hig-Hub” bus master detail: 
Hig-Hub pinouts: 

 

Here are example schematics for connecting a solid state relay, a mechanical relay and an LED to the 

hub GPOs. The hub provides an isolated 5 volt supply for your convenience: 
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Following are examples for wiring the hub GPIs to a pushbutton, a phototransistor, and a logic signal. 

These optoisolated inputs have reverse-polarity protection diodes, which are not shown for simplicity: 

 

HUB SPECIFICATIONS: 

Mechanical:  

Dimensions: 5.5 X 5.25 X 1.63in (139.7 X 133.35 X 41.4mm) 

Weight: 10oz (284g) 

 

Electrical: 

Joystick inputs: 0-5vdc 

Total current available for external accessory 5 volt outputs (joysticks + GPIOs): 700ma max. 

GPI inputs: 2.5 – 38 vdc 

GPO outputs: 38vdc, 100ma 

 


